
Introduction

Snowflake Bentley Lesson Plans are a valuable resource for ESL teachers, as they

provide an engaging way to explore science and nature while improving language

skills. The lesson plans are centered around the story of Wilson Bentley, a self-

taught scientist who photographed thousands of individual snowflakes to study

their unique formations. By integrating this topic into ESL lessons, students can

enhance their vocabulary, reading comprehension, and writing skills while learning

about the wonders of nature. This subject not only offers educational value but also

fosters a sense of curiosity and appreciation for the world around us, making it an

ideal theme for ESL learning.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Snowflake
A flake of snow, especially a feathery ice crystal, typically displaying delicate

sixfold symmetry.

Photography
The art, application, and practice of creating durable images by recording

light or other electromagnetic radiation.

Scientist
A person who is studying or has expert knowledge of one or more of the

natural or physical sciences.

Nature
The phenomena of the physical world collectively, including plants, animals,

the landscape, and other features and products of the earth.

Curiosity A strong desire to know or learn something.

Contextual Usage



1. The students were amazed by the intricate patterns of each snowflake as they

observed them under a microscope.

2. Wilson Bentley's passion for photography led him to capture the beauty of

individual snowflakes through his lens.

3. Aspiring young scientists were inspired by Wilson Bentley's dedication to

studying snowflakes.

4. The lesson encouraged students to appreciate the wonders of nature and its

diverse elements.

5. The story sparked curiosity among the students, prompting them to ask

questions about snowflakes and their formations.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the lesson on Snowflake Bentley, start with a captivating warm-up

activity. Begin by displaying images of various snowflakes and ask the students to

describe what they see. Encourage them to use descriptive adjectives to express

the intricate details of each snowflake. This activity not only captures the students'

attention but also incorporates language elements relevant to the Snowflake

Bentley Lesson Plans, setting a tone of curiosity and observation for the lesson

ahead.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Descriptive Snowflakes

To reinforce vocabulary, have students work in pairs to create descriptive sentences

about different snowflake images. Each pair can then present their sentences to the

class, encouraging group discussions on the various ways to describe the intricate

patterns of snowflakes.



Listening Activity: Snowflake Bentley's Story

Play an audio recording or video about Wilson Bentley's life and his passion for

studying snowflakes. Afterward, engage the students in a discussion about what

they learned, encouraging them to share their thoughts and opinions on Bentley's

dedication.

Reading and Writing Activity: Snowflake Poetry

Provide students with a selection of snowflake-themed poems to read. Then, ask

them to write their own poems inspired by the beauty of snowflakes. This activity

not only enhances reading and writing skills but also encourages creativity and self-

expression.

Roleplay Activity: Scientific Exploration

Divide the class into groups and assign each group a role, such as scientists,

photographers, or nature enthusiasts. Have them engage in a roleplay activity

where they discuss the significance of Bentley's work and its impact on scientific

exploration. This hands-on exercise promotes collaborative learning and critical

thinking.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students can be tasked with conducting their own research on

snowflakes and Wilson Bentley. They can write a short essay or create a

presentation highlighting the unique characteristics of snowflakes and the

contributions of Wilson Bentley to the scientific community. Additionally, students

can be encouraged to take photographs of snowflakes they come across in their

environment and share their observations in the next class. This assignment

reinforces the lesson content by promoting independent learning and further

exploration of the topic.



Conclusion

Key Points Summary

Throughout the Snowflake Bentley Lesson Plans, students delved into the world of

snowflakes, Wilson Bentley's pioneering work, and the beauty of nature. They

explored vocabulary related to snowflakes, engaged in listening activities about

Bentley's life, and even participated in a roleplay activity to understand scientific

exploration.

Reflection and Application

As students reflect on this lesson, they can recognize how it has expanded their

vocabulary, improved their listening skills, and encouraged creative expression

through writing and roleplay. They can apply these language development

experiences not only in understanding scientific concepts but also in expressing

their observations and thoughts effectively in English.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Snowflake Bentley Lesson Plans is an excellent topic for ESL learning due to its

multifaceted benefits.

Engaging and Relevant

The topic of snowflakes and Wilson Bentley's story captivates students' attention,

making the learning experience enjoyable and engaging. It provides a real-life



context that is relatable to students, as they can easily connect with the beauty of

nature and the wonders of science.

Vocabulary Expansion

The lesson plans offer ample opportunities for vocabulary expansion. Students learn

key terms related to snowflakes, photography, science, and nature. Through

activities such as describing snowflakes or discussing scientific concepts, students

enhance their vocabulary repertoire and develop a deeper understanding of

specialized terminology.

Language Skills Development

The Snowflake Bentley Lesson Plans integrate various language skills such as

listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students engage in listening activities to

improve their comprehension skills, participate in discussions to enhance their

speaking abilities, read texts about Wilson Bentley's life to strengthen their reading

skills, and write poems or essays to foster their writing proficiency.

Cross-Curricular Learning

This topic goes beyond language learning by incorporating elements of science and

art. Students gain insights into scientific exploration, observation skills, and the

artistic beauty found in nature. This cross-curricular approach broadens students'

horizons and encourages interdisciplinary thinking.

In conclusion, Snowflake Bentley Lesson Plans provide an engaging platform for ESL

learners to develop language skills while exploring the wonders of nature and

science. The topic's relevance, vocabulary expansion opportunities, language skill

development, and cross-curricular aspects make it an ideal choice for ESL learning.


